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There are many powers that can reach and influence the land, and others that legends may 
have spoken about, but no longer have power over those that live here. This document is 
intended to explain the various powers that characters may have heard of. This information is all 
available in the Land as visitors, research, and far-seeing and knowledge gathering Rituals have 
built a basic understanding of these forces and personages.  In addition, this is intended to be a 
resource for players to help them choose a patron if they have taken the Patron advantage. 
 
Greater Powers  
Greater powers are those that are the primary force to have sway and influence in the Land. 
 

● The First Lich: Once a duke from the kingdom of Gwynn’leith, his name has since been 
long forgotten. When his duchy was threatened by the Coming of the Gods, the First 
Lich made a deal with the Unnamed, costing him his life, but saving his people and his 
land. He returned from this deal as the First Lich, and continued to fight for his people, 
now against the Unnamed. To do so, he laid down the Laws of the Land. The First Lich 
is revered across the Land as a savior and protector of the people. 

● Unnamed: The Unnamed consists of a plethora of demi-gods, but their names tend to 
be lost to time. Individual names or personalities may emerge to deal with an issue, or 
maintain a relationship, but the exact nature, identity and strengths of the Unnamed are 
simply unknowable. The Unnamed are responsible for the dead walking and even the 
animation of effigies, as their own thirst for death and loss infects everything that can be 
used as a weapon. Contacting the Unnamed to ask boons or make bargains is 
notoriously easy, but getting the best part of the deal is notoriously difficult. When one 
power begins to be recognized above the rest, the others seem to destroy it or its 
followers with gusto. Some ways the Unnamed have manifested before: Noll, a dark, 
shapeless void that speaks in a dozen whispers. Desitru, an ancient lich and spellcaster 
who has a long memory and dark appetites. Vyx, a silent servitor-assassin who trades 
lives for lives. 

● The Fae: The Fae hail from a land known as The Green. They continue to visit The 
Land, even though it has been largely sealed off. Many folk worship the Fae for the 
variety of boons that they offer to their followers. The two courts of Fae change 
dominance every seven years or so, as the plane crosses the planar equator. The 
monarchs of the Fae have not, by any recorded account, yet visited The Land.   Their 
fame, however, has made them a focus of research ever since the People gained 
enough security to perform such study.  The Fae Bazaar is filled each year with those 
who are more than happy to speak about their beloved (or hated) monarchs, and they 
are quite the creatures of legend.  There are even Clans of Morrigan who revere one or 
other of the Fae Queens to a near punishable level.d 



○ Titania and Oberon, Monarchs of the Summer Fae: Titania is considered as 
preternaturally beautiful as she is dangerous. Like all Fae, she cannot lie, but 
even amongst the Fae-kind she is considered extremely honest, never bothering 
to use tricky words or implications to deceive others. She is well known for being 
extremely polite and courteous, but neither generous nor forgiving. Her rule is 
simple, and her devotion to her people is absolute and without compromise. She 
is a strong devotee of goodness and is willing to sacrifice her personal wealth or 
power for the right and the principled. Unfortunately, she sees mortals as having 
significantly lower moral weight than her people, much like a human might value 
the life of a person over that of a fly. Oberon, for lack of a better word, is languid. 
He believes that hurry, worry, and strife serve no one. Although not particularly 
principled, nor taken to following the rules, Oberon is a king full of love. He easily 
falls in love with ideas, people, and quests, and gives his all for the brief moment 
that they hold his attention. He is strong, charismatic, and decisive when needed, 
but leaves the worrying to Titania, whom he has loved for uncounted thousands 
of years without ever losing interest. Neither of them has been even remotely 
faithful to the other, although they both enjoy having a good hurt and rage when 
the other’s dalliances are discovered. Titania’s tastes run to more powerful and 
dangerous beings, where Oberon prefers the simplicity of mortals. 

○ Mab and the Winter King, Monarchs of the Fae: Mab is well known for her 
charm. She is elegant, beloved, and generous. She is also cruel to a degree that 
is often unimaginable to mortals. Although incapable of speaking anything but the 
truth, she is the master of deception, keeping to the strictly true spoken word 
while using questions, implications, and half-truths to build webs inside webs of 
deception and control. Mab’s fury is terrifying, even to greater beings. Mab truly 
enjoys the pain of others, almost as much as her own pleasure and power. Those 
few who have managed to find their way through the maze of Mab’s sadism and 
deception find themselves with significant power, as well as the respect and 
regard of an enormously powerful Queen of the Fae. The Winter King is a much 
harder entity to understand or with whom to negotiate. With no perceptible 
emotions and no obvious desires other than to retain his throne and lead the 
Winter Fae to strength and prosperity, it is difficult to find things that he might 
want to even begin a negotiation. Rigid and regal, he is the only one who can 
command Mab, and does so, albeit rarely, without the slightest hesitation or fear. 
In return, he seems to be the only thing in all the planes that Mab truly fears and 
loves. 

○ Navula, Dryad of the Green: Although not technically one of the Fae, Navula is 
a Queen of the Wild Magic, the special chaotic magic that is not under the rule of 
the Fae monarchs. Navula has some sort of arrangement with the First Lich, and 
has been seen visiting with him and even commanding the Curates. She has, on 
a few occasions, been enticed by the people to bring forth great harvests and 
lush crops. Her help was paid for each time with a huge tribute of young men, 
who were taken to the Green and have not been seen again.  



○ Brimlas, Aleya of the Woods: Known to often be a harbinger of death, or at 
least chaos, Brimlas appears as a tall eldani male armed with an intricate bow. 
Brimlas rarely visits from The Green, but is known to stay in touch with several 
soothsayers in the land through supernatural means. He is known to be 
soft-spoken and unwilling to hold long conversations, keeping mostly to himself 
when he arrives. Every time Brimlas has appeared, his presence is quickly 
followed by a disaster of great magnitude. The disasters are often seemingly 
natural, from wildfires to blizzards; sometimes less observable, but more 
pervasive disasters occur, like a widespread cult popping up out of nowhere. 
When soothsayers want to reach out to Brimlas, they often do so through 
evergreen trees or bushes.  

○ Alberich (also known as the Arbiter, or Fox Barrister): Alberich’s normal 
purview is overseeing the transitions between Winter and Summer Courts in the 
Green.  He is also an infamous maker of deals and is extremely influential in the 
Fae Courts.  It is said that there is no one in all the planes that has more eyes or 
ears than the Fox Barrister.  Alberich is always found at the Fae Bazaar each 
year and seems to be its owner or proprietor. 

○ Viscountess Vex Viridienne: A daughter of Queen Mab and Queen Titania, Vex 
loves taking young mortals under her wing, helping them and growing them into 
creatures of great power and influence. Venal, vain, and vindictive, but extremely 
vital in influence, Vex has influence over both Fae courts because of her 
mothers, and uses it for the benefit of her wards. In return, she expects devotion, 
flattery, and adoration. Fearless and fierce, Vex is a powerful ally with a vast 
fortune, and a stable of allies and those who owe her favors. Often, the services 
she requires of one benefit the position and power of another. She will always be 
seen at the Faetide Bazaar. 

● The Reaper: The Reaper is fascinated by mortals and their obsession with the ending of 
life. While the Reaper in one sense is always there for every death, it is very rare for the 
Reaper actually to appear visibly. It is unclear whether or not the Reaper is involved with 
the Unnamed, or if the Reaper is an entirely separate entity. Even the Reaper’s 
individuality is unclear, and whether it is a single creature, or a group of somehow linked 
creatures is uncertain. Additionally, nothing is known about the home of the Reaper. Its 
home plane has never been discovered, and it seems to have no limits on what planes it 
visits, as its appearance is mentioned by any number of visitors to the Land.  

 
Lesser Powers 

● Demons: Some are servants of the gods, while others are native denizens of the Lower 
Planes. Some remained in The Land even after it had been sealed off. Although 
disconnected from the gods which they once served, they continue to be able to channel 
measures of their divine power here in The Land.  

○ Chōn (The Conqueror): Long before The Land, Chōn was a great demonlord, a 
warlord of infinite brutality, beastliness, and violence. He was known as the 
Conqueror, and he is believed to have subjugated dozens of planes. In the end, 



he was overthrown and defeated by a group of Ruinseekers who cut him off from 
much of his demonic strength and trapped his essence. Now, a shadow of his 
former invincible glory, Chōn offers his patronage to those who prefer martial 
solutions, those who seek glory and death and who live to bathe in the fear of 
their enemies. Chōn is a teacher, a procurer of martial magics, an extraplanar 
arms dealer, and an advisor, helping his allies find that which they need next. 
What he desires though is service, as he is always seeking the blade that holds 
his essence, desiring the return of his physical power so that he can begin his 
campaign once more. He is often contacted by houses when it looks like armed 
conflict is inevitable. Individual warriors, and even Slayer monasteries can ask for 
his patronage, taking him as a teacher. There are some who even credit Chōn 
with the development of the special skills of the Destructor Slayers.  

○ Calidranix: A demon of the lower planes that House Drakken tried to negotiate 
with 30 years ago and failed. Since then, the remaining members of House 
Drakken have studied and perfected binding spells such that Calidranix is now 
not just a source of information for House Drakken; indeed, several Drakken 
members have become so enamoured with it that they have sworn allegiance to 
Calidranix in exchange for its knowledge. 

○ Blatzu: A grotesque demon from the lower planes which feasts on the fears and 
nightmares of living creatures. Oftentimes Blatzu will make deals with mortals 
resulting in infecting the mortals with nightmares that have seen no equal in order 
to feed off of the negative energy generated. In exchange, Blatzu gives them 
minor trinkets of dark power. It is said that there is a coven of Bathor wizards 
operating out of Balofel that all pay homage to Blatzu, trading for ancient 
knowledge. 

 
● Angels: Angels are the natural inhabitants of the Upper Planes, and they are the 

antithesis of demons. Most have little interest in the workings of mortals, but some few 
do, and are compelled to interfere in mortal dealings, often to counteract the desires of 
demonic forces. These are not always creatures of halos and wings, but creatures of 
deep empathy who have watched the suffering, cruelty, and darkness of mortals for 
thousands of years. Many consider mortals to be the greatest pain they can know. These 
few are known to have contact with mortals in The Land: 

○ Muriel, Angel of Healing and Mercy: Struggling to keep her head up and her 
cynicism at bay, Muriel is a great ally of mortals. She still does what she can, 
although her will and her power are not what they once were. Muriel’s exact 
relationship to the powerful creature called Eirenn is not well understood, but 
according to legend, it was Saint Eirenn who set Muriel to watch over the 
Ascetics of the Land and bade her teach them and keep them safe. She has 
occasionally taken up arms against those who break their word to Eirenn, or who 
fail to uphold agreements made in his name. 

○ Sariel, one of the Seven Watchers, and Angel of Protection: Assigned to a 
number of planes and demi-planes that include The Land, Sariel is one of the 



Seven Watchers. There has long been a story that just after the First Pact, Sariel 
and the First Lich came head-to-head in a terrible battle, with Sariel being 
defeated by the First Lich and thrown out of The Land. Either this was not a 
permanent exile, or the story is apocryphal, as Sariel has been seen now and 
again in The Land, usually at the perimeter of great and terrible events. Some 
call him, floridly, the Harbinger of Woe, as his presence can precede the 
occurrence he intends to observe.  

○ Phanuel, Shield-bearer of Uriel and Angel of Exorcism: Phanuel often is 
involved in the ejection or binding of demons. A creature of rage and fire, 
Phanuel has often spoken of missing his “wings of flame and his sword of light.” 
He hates evil and treats it with a kind of ferocious, savage sadism, that - if it were 
not earned - would seem, in itself, evil. He can be called on to help against the 
plots and machinations of the Lower Planes, but those who call for his help 
should not expect him to show mercy, quarter, or hesitation for those who have 
allied themselves with darkness.  

○ Eirenn, Patron of Peace: Known to be powerfully connected to the Upper 
Planes, this patron most often appears as an older man with salt and pepper hair. 
He is always described as having kind eyes and a kind voice, and leans upon a 
staff, sometimes of silver. Eirenn promotes peace and harmony and is the known 
protector of those who seek nonviolent answers. Eirenn is associated with the 
angel Muriel, who has, perhaps ironically, often brought the sword to those who 
break promises of peace, or who have betrayed treaties of nonviolence that are 
made in Eirenn’s name. Eirenn is a sophisticated and cunning power, moving 
pieces around the board with deft surety. Although consensus seems to be that 
Eirenn acts to defy or disrupt the plans of more self-interested or more harmful 
entities, there is no guarantee of that. Eirenn will often use people or even groups 
to stop the machinations of other powers, even at the mortal risk of those 
involved. His motives and knowledge remain a mystery to those who work with 
him, and even Eirenn himself will not say anything about whose benefit he works 
for. In return for this service, Eirenn has some influence with the Upper Planes, 
as well as a host of allies, including the angel Muriel. Eirenn’s blessings often 
take the form of protections, powers, alliances, or knowledge.  

○ Other angels that have been recorded but do not have consistent dealings with 
mortals: Raguel, Angel of Vengeance. Raziel, Angel of Secrets and Mysteries. 
Raphael, Archangel of Healing and Compassion. 

 
● Sovereigns: These beings live in the cracks and crevices of every plane, powers that do 

not fall into the neat categories of “demon” or “Fae.” Some of these are native to The 
Land, others are from nearby planes, watching for an opportunity to reveal themselves 
and offer assistance to those who are worthy or who offer the proper service or 
devotion… for a price. They are often capable of shape-shifting and blending in with 
those of The Land, but an easy tell is that they often fail to follow The Laws. 



○ Atlanach: Believed to have traveled here from one of the midplane rings, 
Atlanach appears as a pale eldani woman with bright gold hair that, when seen at 
the right angle, crackles like lightning. Atlanach believes in bravery above all, and 
glory in battle. A pact with Atlanach means a promise to never turn away from a 
chance to show your glory. If too many take pacts with Atlanach, she is known to 
pit them against one another so that the greatest may prevail. The current only 
known champion of Atlanach is a cambion by the name of Tybalt Ostrad.  

○ Cerinellia (Queen of the Black Waters, Hag of the Waves, Sea Witch, 
Cerineith, Cerinnia): A Sea Hag that is a patron to many in House Ventra. Fae, 
demon, no one really knows her true nature but they rarely venture far from the 
Sea of Black Waters and it is said that their power and benefits also do not stray 
far onto land. Some believe that her power can be extended by carrying a jar of 
seawater with you. Her ability to grant favors, especially to undo the magics of 
others and to grant special powers, is world famous; some rumors claim that 
even some Curates have visited her grotto.  

○ Disalv the Graceful: Always appearing with a cloud of mist, Disalv appears to be 
an Eldani woman, but do not let their looks deceive you. Disalv is a being 
capable of great illusory magic, appearing as whoever they wish. Scholars 
believe that what reveals their true form is that those visited by Disalv experience 
bouts of exhaustion. Disalv is often discovered in the company of the youthful 
and spirited. Once, the researchers of Bathor discovered some of Disalv’s 
writings on an incomplete school of magic, but the following night those scholars 
were found emaciated and without their mind, and the notes lost. Those that 
have made pacts with Disalv have been unable to speak about the nature of their 
requests, but seem to have gained in their youthfulness.  

○ Elkzu: Many scholars believe that the Elkzu is initially from The Land, and is 
connected to it deeply. Elkzu looks like a female incorporeal undead with ragged 
robes. They are known to take care of farmland and their crops, but only if those 
that tend the land take care of their family and farm themselves. If one does not 
care for the land, the Elkzu is known to purposefully destroy the farmland. House 
Drakken once attempted to find and destroy the Elkzu after a series of fires, but 
were unsuccessful in finding their dwelling. 

○ Geltib of the Shadows: Often seen as a cambion man, travelling with 
occasional caravans as a bodyguard. When asked, though, the caravan does not 
ever remember hiring him. His history is murky, but Geltib is known to secret 
away important documents and books that he finds in his travels, perhaps 
keeping them in a collection of his own. Geltib was believed to be the patron of 
the renowned Cyril Flitwillow, one of the previous leaders of Borgias. Now, many 
members of the houses are believed to worship him in private, in the hopes of 
gaining a fraction of his influence.  

○ Lem Hardeen: Not a typical living being, more plant than animal or creature, 
Lem is ancient and wise, with patience and extreme intelligence on its side. It 
makes its way across the planes, pruning the forces that end life, and promoting 



the things that support life, especially plant life. It seems especially interested in 
the ascension of plant forms to intelligent sentience. Lem Hardeen is not a 
zealous avenger of the plant-world, taking vengeance on those who cut down 
trees or burn forests, but it does insist that such life-ending actions have purpose 
and benefit. Often its motivations are difficult to discern due to its almost infinite 
patience, ability to set millenia-long plans in motion, and entirely alien thought 
processes. Lem Hardeen has taken hundreds of disciples across the planes, 
giving each wisdom, guidance, and the benefit of its ancient memory. In return it 
often seeks the hot, agile excitement of the mortal and living to get things done 
quickly. Those of Lem Hardeen’s disciples in The Land are often Nightcasters. 

○ Lord Kayvosh: Originally a powerful fire elemental, Kayvosh quickly became the 
“Flame that Consumes,” gobbling up lesser fire elementals and adding their 
strength to his. He was obsessed with the amassing of power, although he had 
no interest in less tangible forms of power such as politics, allies, or diplomacy. 
His pure physical might became such that he ascended to become a Fire Titan, a 
semi-divine mix between Fire Giant and Fire Elemental. Then he turned his gaze 
to the other elemental planes of Midring, learning to harness earth, lightning, 
wind, water and eventually, after a few thousand years, ice. An almost divine 
figure who had managed to master all the elements, he had expended the last of 
his real ambition. He created a demi-plane on the Planar Equator called Respite, 
and rested. He has, over the centuries, accepted petitions for aid, alliance, and 
knowledge, as long as they do not require him to fight or leave Respite. He has 
many followers, especially from the plane of fire, who revere him as a god and 
act as his eyes, ears, and fists when needed. His good will and alliance come 
with a number of benefits, but his involvement is low. 

○ Maleera the Architect: A powerful creator of Rituals, artifacts, and other 
creations, Maleera is devoted to all forms of creation.  She travels the planes 
learning new processes for each of the crafts and teaching those who will devote 
themselves to the art of making.  Her disciples include Enchanters, Tinkers, 
Alchemists, and Ritualists and it is said that no one understands the intricacies of 
rune-work like Maleera.  Her origins are unknown, and her age impossible to 
determine, but she claims to be an “High Elf”, which seems to be a type of Eldani. 
She speaks often of the City of Gold and the perfection of its makers and 
artisans, although her stories are not clearly set in the present.  Maleera makes 
stops in the Land periodically to check on those who have accepted her 
mentorship in the past and is occasionally willing to provide new recipes in 
exchange for service.  Her greatest rewards are reserved for those who bring her 
recipes she has never seen before. 

○ Kraal: Not a single entity, but instead a group-mind entity that spans across 
several planes. Kraal looks for potential hosts: healthy, potentially powerful 
specimens that will agree to host minute shards of the Kraal in their soul. These 
potentials are often courted using glimpses of a possible future, of what they will 
become by serving Kraal. The powers and gifts offered by Kraal’s patronage 



often come in the form of prophecy and communication, insights into possible 
futures, ability to sense truth, and more. There are also some communal benefits, 
as members of the Kraal can work together for even greater success. There are 
rumors that the Kraal has shards in some vastly important figures in the 
multiverse, but, strangely, has yet to find a single willing host in the Land. 

○ Lovistrata, the Lady of Pain: Lovistrata drinks pain and cruelty like the richest 
nectar, but the boons and pleasures she can provide can tempt even the most 
stalwart. She is a kind of merchant of sensation, bringing those who desire, and 
those who can provide together… for a price. Lovistrata loves to work in less 
concrete terms: “Scratch my back…”, “You can owe me a favor…”. In return, she 
works well in both matchmaking (finding allies for a particular endeavor) and in 
personal power. Lovistrata loves watching mortals move and control each other, 
interfering with free will, memory and the like, and is often happy to grant powers 
that involve charm, domination, or other controls. Lovistrata lives on, and may 
rule, the plane of Umbress, a nearby plane below the planar equator, and she 
seems to delight in tempting mortals there against the dictates of the First Lich. 
There are persistent rumors that the three leaders of Bathor have some close 
connection to Lovistrata and that she helped establish the Great House at the 
very beginning. 

○ Ullriel, the Hunter: It is believed that Ullriel is an exiled angel, his ties severed 
from the Higher Planes for crimes unknown. He is known both for his need to 
feed upon mortals (pleasure, pain, life, service, blood, wealth, and hope have all 
featured as potential sources of food in his myths) and for his inability to take 
such by force. The belief is that, by some sort of decree from Greater Powers, he 
cannot feed without a willing prey, and this makes him willing to deal, using his 
great power and web of informants to give those who would serve him the results 
that they desire. This is often given in exchange for airtight oaths, or carefully 
worded contracts of service. He has obviously gained a relish for the hunt and 
capture of a willing partner, although anecdotes still claim that he chafes about 
the sentence that has been imposed. Although the Curates disapprove, he can 
be found in the Land, running and selling hunts, and even hiring the desperate 
and impoverished, offering them or their families large sums should they provide 
a worthwhile hunt for his customers. 

○ Welperstraskin: A small man, Welperstraskin (the spelling and pronunciation of 
which seems to change from person to person and tale to tale) is some sort of 
minor Power, traveling around from demi-plane to demi-plane, peddling magic, 
influence, and knowledge. As a minor power, he is known for being very 
responsive to those who agree to join his network of “colleagues”. Although a 
jovial, clever fellow, with tricks and puzzles galore, Welperstraskin is definitely not 
a friend. The things he can require in exchange for information or aid can be 
extremely dark, and it is clear that whatever powers greater than he that 
Welperstraskin deals with, are not always from the Higher Planes. There are 
many who believe that Welpertraskin lives in the Land, wandering from place to 



place. It is from Welpertraskin that the minor house, Drakken, first began to 
understand the Bone Gates. 

 


